
A world in transition
The world is changing faster and faster. We all have to deal with climate change and the
effects of globalization and automation one way or another. This also means that many of
us struggle even to predict where we will be 10 years from now. These uncertainties can
create financial bubbles, knee jerk reactions, or a desperate search for quick win
extraction. For many of us, and understandably so, the underlying anxiety can also give
us an all too narrow tunnel vision, or make us choose personal short term benefits over
longer term considerations.

Luckily there are people and organizations that are in a position to take a broader view.
They may simply care more about others, or have the courage to take more risks working
on solutions that can make a positive difference. Unfortunately, those who do, often do
so at their own peril. For many, it also threatens their savings for a rainy day.

Do you want to help your community members, partners, employees, or clients with their
more risky or altruistic decisions moving forward? Do you want to make sure they can
have more time to innovate consciously and find an extra support network, interesting
assets, and more solid grounds to work from?

Who whe are
We are dedicated to empower people and organizations working for the benefit of
humanity by supporting the more risk taking or altruistic members of our precious
species. With that in mind, we have been constructing a combination of a campaign
catalyst platform to create supportive communities and some sort of extra pension
scheme for the noble if you will. Both elements have the intention to encourage more
people to work for the good of humanity. Because we are also convinced that the arc of
history turns towards the good guys in the - not too distant - end, this also means that the
combined assets we are building also make for a very lucrative investment portfolio.



Our Solution

We have a network of role models, experts, methods, and properties that can help
organizations facing difficult transitions to keep moving forward. We do that by offering
them very concrete stepping stones that can serve as a launch pad for the future most of
us hope for. Working with us will also help you learn about what seem like the most
viable ways forward, faster.

The stepping stones can be:
- a web of domain names and first websites related to your strategy
- concrete financing requests

Call to action
Help us develop a springboard for the noble. Become a partner or investor. Inspire
others. Help yourself.

You can partner with us to boost your initiative, work with us as a volunteer or support
us financially with a donation today. Send us mail at
connectwithus@humanitysolutions.net, or visit our website humanitysolutions.net for
more information.
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